MANUSCRIPT DELIVERY CHECKLIST

Please return a copy of this list with your manuscript. Checklist items are due at both draft and final manuscript delivery.

1. □ Two (2) copies of the complete manuscript, including two (2) copies of all figures and other elements. In addition, you should keep one complete copy for your own reference.

2. □ One electronic version that is Microsoft Word compatible (either emailed to your AE or supplied on a CD or portable USB drive). This version must be "clean copy," with all tracked-changes, highlighting, comments, and so on, deleted.

3. □ If final delivery, the edited draft manuscript with all our yellow tags intact. If development editing was performed using Microsoft Word's tracked-changes feature, it is not necessary to return these edited files, unless specifically requested by your editor.

Manuscript Includes:

4. □ Title Page
5. □ Table of Contents (Short—as to appear in final book)
6. □ Table of Contents (Long—as a book outline with all subheads listed and appropriately indented. See example in the Author's Guide)
7. □ Foreword (if applicable, enclosed or date to come)
8. □ Preface (if any)
9. □ Acknowledgments (if any)
10. □ Introduction
11. □ Chapters
12. □ Afterword (if applicable, enclosed or date to come)
13. □ Brief Biographical Sketch of each author/editor (and contributors)
14. □ References
15. □ Tables—if any, include Table number
16. □ Figures—if any, include Figure number
17. □ Photographs/Art—if any, include number
18. □ Appendixes—if any, include number
Other Items Due with the Manuscript:

19. ☐ Sheet listing all figure/table/photo captions
20. ☐ Assignment of copyright forms for each chapter (for edited volumes, or other titles with contributing authors who are not contract signatories)
21. ☐ List of all authors and contributors’ names, home and office addresses, and telephone numbers
22. ☐ Summary “log” form for Permissions
23. ☐ All permission forms obtained for use of copyrighted material beyond fair use (including text, extracts, tables, figures, illustrations, and photographs)
24. ☐ Summary “log” form for Releases
25. ☐ All release forms obtained from individuals or institutions
26. ☐ Computer capability information form (if you are not using standard Microsoft Word)
27. ☐ List of dates when you will not be available, for at least 6 months after the manuscript is sent to us
28. ☐ List of special conferences/organizations you plan to attend, with dates/locations. Identify those at which you have an accepted presentation or have submitted a session proposal (if waiting for response)

Manuscript Reminders:

29. ☐ Everything is typed double-spaced, including references, figure captions, long quotations, and any footnotes
30. ☐ Manuscript pages are consecutively numbered throughout, from the first to last page of the manuscript
31. ☐ All figures and tables are identified by the double-number system
32. ☐ APA author-date reference style is followed throughout

Marketing and Publicity Reminders:

33. ☐ Author questionnaire(s), due by your final manuscript delivery date, or earlier if requested by publicity. Please email it to the Publicist directly; your AE can provide the email address if needed. Some items due with your manuscript delivery should be duplicated in your author questionnaire (i.e., item 28, regarding conference attendance, should be listed in the AQ as well as submitted separately with your manuscript). Please ensure your AQ is complete and comprehensive
34. ☐ Keep an eye on conference proposal deadlines, and submit proposals in time to present as widely as possible when your book will publish
35. ☐ Review the marketing sections of the “Guide for Authors” and plan ahead for book promotions